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Further information: 
Wire-winding machine

Solution:
> Dynamic Energy Supply (DEV): 

4 DEV2.0 connected in parallel supply the drives 
with the necessary energy for a controlled stop.

>  Use of NEV to supply the 24V power grid for
controls and sensorics.
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Results:
1. Controlled stop of the machine in case of power failure.

2. Wire demolition is avoided.

3. Fast restarting of the machine, machine protection, material savings,
minimized downtime costs.

Managing DC Energy:

Wire-winding
Machine

Situation: 
Occurring voltage fluctuation or failure of the 
mains during the drawing process of the wires. 

Problem: 
The instability of the mains leads to an uncontrolled stop of the machine causing an unintended demolition of 
the wire. Restarting the machines can take hours which creates high downtime costs. 

Intention:

Securing controlled stops
in case of main power failures to avoid wire demolition and downtime costs.

http://www.brakeenergy.com/wire
https://www.bremsenergie.de/en/products/energy-storage/dev
https://www.bremsenergie.de/en/products/accessories-for-electronics/nev
https://www.bremsenergie.de/en/products/energy-storage/dev
https://www.bremsenergie.de/en/products/energy-storage/dev
https://www.bremsenergie.de/en/products/accessories-for-electronics/nev
https://www.bremsenergie.de/en/products/accessories-for-electronics/nev
http://www.brakeenergy.com/wire
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DEV
Dynamic Energy Supply

With regard to electric energy, companies place particular importance on two factors: guaranteed supply and low prices. Both are called into 
question with the implementation of the withdrawal of atomic energy. Broken down on electrical drives, power failures present a special challenge 
even today in developed nations. With the Dynamic Energy Supply for converters and drive controllers short-term power failures can be bridged 
and their consequences minimised.

Active supply module 
for DC links

> for single and multiple axes systems
> no buttons, displays, other controls
> provides support during power 

failures or interruptions
> with a digital interface

Short-term UPS for drives

The Dynamic Energy Supply DEV acts as a 
short-term uninterruptable power supply for 
drives and servo controllers. The active 
capacity extension of the DC link of the 
inverter stores an amount of energy that is 
defined to the technical design. It serves to 
keep the voltage level of the DC link at a level 
which bridges over the downtime without 
trouble and/or brings the machine to a 
defined stop state in case of power failure.    
In each case, the objective is that the drive 
and all systems supplied by it either do not 
perceive the power failure at all or are 
brought into a defined state from which a 
restart is possible without any effort.

Gentle on the power grid and drives

The energy storage is charged after switching on 
the inverter for each charging routine, which acts 
very carefully not to overload the charging circuit 
and not to generate any negative circuit feedback 
either.

The DEV is fully ready for use after only eight 
seconds. It then supports the DC link every time 
that its voltage falls below 470 VDC.

With digital interface

The Dynamic Energy Supply DEV is equipped with 
a digital interface with 24 Volt input. The 
evaluation of the signal takes over the control of 
the machine just like the initiation of the 
established measures.

www.brakeenergy.com/dev

Installation dimensions
and mounting-holes (mm)

Useful energy approx. 2,000 Ws
Continuous voltage of the DC link 800 VDC max. 
Cycle time of use 30 minutes
Working voltage 470 VDC (other possible)
Output 18 kW max. 
Digital interface 24 VDC (for function monitoring)
Built-in PTC discharge resistor +
Dimensions H x W x D 300 x 100 x 201 mm
Weight approx. 6.9 kg
Protection class IP 20

Parameter Value

Technical specifications DEV
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Support time according to power
The time which a unit can support a given power with 
two Kilowatt seconds of energy can be read from the 
diagram. For x units, the support time is extended 
by x times.
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